
The Most Musical Sound from Any Source



A luxurious analog feel and classic 

Marantz sound with a warm character and  

deep soundstage. Just add speakers.



I N T R O D U C I N G

The Most Musical Sound –  

Now for the Streaming Age



A masterpiece of audio architecture, created with passion  

and extraordinary attention to detail, to bring you closer  

to the music and entertainment you love.

The Most Musical Sound  
From Any Source

A full complement of analog and  

digital inputs plus built-in streaming and 

HDMI make listening enjoyable and easy 

regardless of source.

Stream Millions Of  
Hi-Resolution Songs

Stream from Spotify, Pandora, Tidal, and 

more or enjoy your own music file libraries. 

Works with Alexa, Google, and Siri.

HDMI Input Adds  
AV Connectivity

HDMI ARC (Audio Return Channel) adds 

uncommon flexibility to this stereo amplifier 

by enabling TV sound through your stereo

Hear all your favorite movies 

and TV shows in vivid three 

dimensonality with one  

simple connection.

Expand your musical 

horizons by connecting 

your choice of analog and 

digital players.

Simply add speakers 

to hear The Most 

Musical Sound. 

All the functionality 

necessary to stream your 

favorite music, already built in. 

Vinyl is timeless. Connect your 

turntable to rediscover your 

favorite records.

MODEL 40n Guide to Hi-Fi



Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules

To preserve the detail, nuance, and essence of the music you love, 

Marantz developed HDAM (Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules) which  

are superior in their speed and response to off-the shelf modules  

found in other products. 

Elevated Amplification 

A new 70-watt-per-channel (8ohm) Class A/B amplifier stage has been 

developed that exceeds the performance of earlier models with similar 

power ratings. The Model 40n is highly dynamic and an excellent match 

for even difficult-to-drive speakers because of a lower impedance and 

higher instant current capability from a larger power supply transformer, 

four output transistors per channel, heavy copper bus bars, and very 

short pathways.

The Marantz Musical Phono EQ

The Marantz Musical Phono EQ is built in so you  

can connect a turntable with MM cartridge directly to  

MODEL 40n. You’ll enjoy your favorite records and discover 

new ones, all without the burden of additional electronics.

High-Resolution Digital  
Streaming Built-In

With HEOS® Built-in, you won’t need extra equipment to stream  

your favorite tunes. MODEL 40n seamlessly connects to Spotify,  

AirPlay 2, Apple Music, Bluetooth, Tidal, TuneIn, and more services—

plus, playback of your own collection via USB-A input or on compatible  

home servers. Access high-resolution personal file libraries, up to  

PCM 192 kHz/24-bit as well as DSD up to 5.6 MHz.



Streaming Together or Separate – 
Whole-Home Audio

The MODEL 40n has been designed to work as the 

primary hub for one or multiple rooms. With HEOS® Built-in 

technology, you can by play the same song in every room 

to create a festive mood or select different songs for each 

connected room by adding HEOS-capable speakers. 

For an intuitive user experience, the MODEL 40n comes with 

a remote control,  and conveniently works with Siri ,  Alexa, 

Google, and Josh.ai voice command systems as well  as the 

Control4 smart home ecosystem. 

Luxurious Look and Feel

MODEL 40n follows a long line of historic Marantz pieces notable for their 

exquisite design. Every aspect is considered—from premium materials, 

symmetry, classic porthole display, and even smooth operation of the 

volume control. Your stereo doesn’t need to look like lab equipment. 

Marantz MODEL 40n begs to be heard, seen, and touched. A Perfect Pair

Celebrate your  CD col lect ion with a  p layer  engineered 

to sound better  than any other  in  th is  c lass.  Bui l t  with 

h igh-qual i t y mater ia ls  and Sound Master  tuned,  CD 60 

adds precis ion CD playback to MODEL 40n or  any f ine 

audio system.
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The Most Musical Sound


